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Abstract

Active labor market policies are massively used with the objective being to improve labor market outcomes of individuals out of work. Many observational evaluation studies have been published. In this review, we critically assess policy effectiveness. We emphasize insights from recent randomized controlled trials. In addition, we examine policy effects that have not been the primary object of most of the past evaluations, such as anticipatory effects of advance knowledge of future treatments and equilibrium effects, and we discuss the actual implementation of policies. We discuss the importance of heterogeneity of programs and effects and examine the extent to which potential participants are interested in enrollment. We also discuss the assessment of costs and benefits of programs.
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1 Introduction

Active labor market policies (ALMPs) are massively used to improve labor market outcomes of individuals out of work. Table 1 (Appendix) lists the percentage of Gross Domestic Product that is allocated toward ALMPs in various OECD countries in 2011 (see OECD 2013). In addition, it lists the fraction of the labor force enrolled in ALMP programs in 2011. These programs include job search assistance measures, training programs, and subsidized jobs. Unemployment benefits, youth apprenticeships, and adult education measures are excluded. As is clear from the table, there is substantial variation across countries, and some of this reflects variation in institutional designs and in definitions of what constitutes an ALMP and what constitutes ALMP participation or exposure (for details, see Grubb & Puymoyen 2008). However, it is clear that ALMPs take up a substantial fraction of public expenditure and that sizeable fractions of unemployed individuals are enrolled at some point in their spell out of work.

During the past decades, studies have been published in which specific programs were evaluated. The prototype evaluation study uses individual-level observational data to compare labor market outcomes of ALMP participants (or those treated) to nonparticipants (or controls), in order to assess the effectiveness of ALMP participation. Many surveys and overviews have been published in which the available empirical evidence is summarized (see, e.g., Bergemann & Van den Berg 2008, Carcillo & Grubb 2006, Card et al. 2010, Fay 1996, Heckman et al. 1999, and Martin & Grubb 2001). Aggregating over all the findings, it seems that job search assistance measures have somewhat positive effects on the probability of becoming employed, whereas the evidence for positive effects of training is rather slim. Subsidized jobs seem to have positive effects, but it is generally acknowledged that this measure is costly and may have negative crowding-out effects on other individuals.

In this review article, we reconsider where we stand in terms of our knowledge on ALMP effectiveness. We discuss recent insights from experimental evaluation studies. Recent studies have also examined policy effects that are not straightforward treatment effects on individual outcomes but rather side effects or external effects, such as anticipatory effects of advance knowledge of future treatments and equilibrium effects. We also discuss recent evidence on the discretionary role of case workers. We highlight the need for cost-benefit analysis, and we discuss the issue of how to choose the appropriate target population for a program. In addition, we examine the relatively scarce evidence on the pathway from ALMP to individual effect. Notably, to what extent does ALMP participation affect the attitudes of unemployed individuals and how does this affect their labor market behavior?
Throughout the article, we use a dynamic perspective. That is, we acknowledge that individuals who are not treated today may be treated later, and that certain post-unemployment outcomes can only be observed if other outcomes (notably, a transition into employment) have been realized. A dynamic perspective enables the distinction between ex ante and ex post effects as well as the discussion of lock-in effects; definitions are given in Section 2, where we outline the basic economic framework around which various possible program effects are discussed.

Throughout the article, we structure the discussion of empirical evidence on ALMP effects along the lines of the primary intention of the ALMP program. The basic distinction is between ALMPs that are supposed to improve the individual matching process and ALMPs that are supposed to improve individual productivity. Roughly speaking, the former constitute job search assistance programs whereas the latter include training programs and workfare and subsidized work. In Section 3, we examine matching ALMPs in detail, and in Section 4 we focus on productivity ALMPs. (Of course, with equilibrium effects, this distinction is blurred.) A third type of ALMP is aimed at improving the knowledge of the worker about his or her labor market conditions, either concerning matching or concerning productivity. Here, we do not mean the knowledge about the whereabouts and properties of a specific vacancy but rather the knowledge about the actual range of opportunities. It has been argued that displaced workers may have an unusually rosy view of their market value and hence tend to reject too many offers. We discuss this briefly in Section 2.

Nowadays, many non-employed individuals are effectively at a great distance from the labor market, in that they have accommodated to a life without regular work and they experience very long spells of joblessness. Among groups of young, elderly, and low-skilled individuals, median durations of joblessness can be as high as seven years. These individuals may feel rejected by society and subsequently reject society in turn. Helping such individuals may require innovative policy measures and a focus on intermediate outcomes on the pathway toward regular work. After all, if the monthly transition rate to work equals approximately 1 percent an ALMP-induced increase by 10 percent does not translate into a large number of job acceptances. Moreover, it will not affect the tendency to feel excluded from society. Therefore, it may be more sensible to focus on programs that boost self-esteem and other personality traits, as these may foster reintegration into society, which in turn may be necessary to obtain gainful regular employment. Traditional ALMPs may be ill-designed for this, and one may consider alternatives such as mentoring, therapy, and group treatments
in which similarly disadvantaged individuals may stimulate each other. Throughout the review, we pay attention to such novel types of ALMPs aimed at disadvantaged individuals.

After Section 4, the review is structured along the lines of a number of issues that we view as pressing for future research. In each case, we summarize the available evidence and outline gaps in our knowledge of program effects. Section 5 discusses cost-benefit analysis, and Section 6 addresses the choice of target populations. In Section 7, we examine equilibrium effects, and in Section 8 we discuss the underlying mechanisms of ALMP effects. Section 9 examines the demand and supply for programs and program participation. Here, we return to the issue of ex ante program effects of individuals not yet treated (defined in Section 2), as these effects may involve attempts to prevent program participation either by leaving unemployment before the treatment starts or by influencing the treatment rate. Section 10 concludes.

2 Basic framework

It is useful to think of ALMPs as opportunities, or treatments, for unemployed individuals who search for jobs in a labor market with informational (or search) frictions. The literature (mentioned below) provides examples of job search models with ALMP, that can be used to examine comparative-statics ALMP effects. Here, we merely mention that the signs of the effects are often not unambiguous. Often, the advantage of participation is mitigated by an increase among treated unemployed workers in the degree that they are selective with respect to job offers. Moreover, each of the usual outcome measures (unemployment duration, post-unemployment wage, etc.) taken separately only captures part of the total effect on the expected present value.

The current review pays particular attention to so-called ex ante program effects (see, e.g., Abbring & Van den Berg 2003). The prospect of a future beneficial treatment causes the individual to be more selective regarding job offers before the treatment takes place, compared to a setting in which the program does not exist. Likewise, the prospect of an unpleasant treatment creates an incentive to leave unemployment before the treatment. Ex ante effects can be contrasted to the treatment effects relative to the pretreatment situation; the latter effects could therefore be called ex post treatment effects. It matters which comparison group is used to evaluate treatment effects. If the comparison group is observed in a period in which the program was absent, then the counterfactual outcomes for the treated differ from the case where the comparison group consists of the not-yet-treated in a market.
where the program exists. The former approach is in line with regression discontinuity designs. The latter approach is in line with dynamic matching (see, e.g., Vikström 2014), and with the timing-of-events evaluation method (Abbring & Van den Berg 2003). Notice that in these cases, determinants of the treatment rate affect the outcome before the treatment is realized, thus violating any exclusion restriction for those determinants as potential instrumental variables for the treatment effect.

It has been recognized in the literature that being enrolled in an ALMP program may be disliked by participants despite any positive effects of program participation on the job search process and/or on productivity (Van den Berg, Bergemann & Caliendo 2009). The ex ante effect of a treatment may then reflect both the threat of participation and the future benefits incurred from a treatment. Indeed, threat effects may dominate the total ex ante effects of training. Effectively, the threat of participation then drives people out of unemployment into low-paid jobs before the actual program participation. As a side effect, the number of actual participants will be reduced.

In reality, treatments take time away from other activities. This is especially true for productivity-enhancing treatments like vocational training. These time costs are made up front and may annihilate any positive effect of the treatment on the mean unemployment duration. The effect of these time costs is called the lock-in effect.

A rather novel type of ALMP is aimed at improving the knowledge of the worker about his or her labor market conditions, either concerning matching or concerning productivity. This may be relevant for a range of different unemployed workers. Displaced workers may have an unrealistically rosy view of their chances in the labor market, and a signal about their actual chances may act as a wake-up call for them to reconsider their search strategy (see, e.g., Van den Berg & Vikström 2014). Alternatively, many unemployed workers may not be aware of the extent of variation in wage offers in their occupation. By incorporating information on wage offers from other occupations, they may overestimate the variance of their relevant wage offer distribution $F$. Ex ante effects are less natural in this case because if individuals assume that there is a rate at which the knowledge about the shape of $F$ will be updated in the future, then they have an incentive to obtain that information immediately.

3 The matching function

There are several types of programs devoted to matching job seekers with job vacancies. Their purpose is to speed up the return to employment and enhance the quality of new jobs.
First, there are the services aimed at improving the techniques of the job search. During their search, job seekers may encounter personal difficulties or have difficulties finding information about the labor market. They can use the services set up to assist them in their job search and receive training on how to use them by meeting with a counselor. Sometimes, this involves only a workshop lasting a few hours, but it can also involve regular meetings over long periods. The intensity of the assistance received is linked to the number and frequency of the appointments. Sometimes, these services also provide direct job search assistance and involve direct matches of job seekers with existing vacancies. Nevertheless, such assistance does not always come alone. Sometimes it is accompanied by an element of monitoring of the job seeker’s efforts to find work. Appointments between counselor and job seeker also serve to check if the latter is trying hard enough; active job search is a prerequisite for the benefits that job seekers receive. Monitoring involves the threat of sanctions. These may be triggered by a missed appointment, by an effort considered lackadaisical (such as a low rate of applications), or by yet again rejecting a job offer the counselor deemed acceptable.

3.1 The programs’ impact
Job search assistance services have been assessed on many occasions and their impact is well known today. Globally, results show that the impact on the return to employment is positive. The meta-analyses by Card et al. (2010, 2015), reviewing evaluations carried out since 1997, reveal a general tendency in favor of job seekers’ return to employment. Most studies focus on employment outcome.

Blundell et al. (2004), for example, looked at the New Deal for Young People program in the United Kingdom. A first phase lasts four months and commences upon an elapsed period of unemployment of six months. During this initial phase, recipients are given intensive assistance in the job search, that is, an appointment with a counselor every two weeks. The program is aimed at 18- to 24-year-olds and was first implemented as a pilot in a few regions. This sort of configuration generates the exclusion of a portion of the job seekers per region or per age group, which taken together with the date the program was initiated makes it possible to identify its impact. The authors compared the probability of the young beneficiaries moving into employment after the four-month phase with that of a control group, using the difference-in-difference method. They found that the program improved beneficiaries’ chances of moving into work by 5 percentage points with a baseline transition probability of

---

1 After the four-month period, those participating in the program who were still jobless were offered various options: a subsidized job in the private or public sector, or training.
26 percent. Many evaluations were also carried out using randomized experiments. Meyer (1995) reports the results of several randomized evaluations in the United States that showed that all job search assistance programs reduce the period during which job seekers can claim unemployment benefits.

It is difficult to distinguish in these evaluations what concerns job search assistance and what concerns the monitoring of job seekers’ efforts, a question to which we shall return. Effects of punitive sanctions have been studied since the work of Van den Berg et al. (2004). The empirical literature invariably finds that sanctions increase the reemployment rate, sometimes stretching beyond the period in which benefits are reduced, which suggests that the punished individuals are subject to intensified monitoring after the violation.2

Available studies on the impact of matching services most often examine effects in the short and medium run, rarely exceeding one year. Dolton & O’Neill (2002) is a rare exception. It examines the long-term impact of programs. Their conclusion is that it confers a lasting gain in terms of the unemployment rate over a five-year period for male beneficiaries.

A side objective of job search assistance is to enhance the quality of the newfound jobs. Fewer results are available concerning the impact of assistance programs on that count;3 indeed, measuring such an impact is difficult on a conceptual level. Even when one starts out with a random evaluation, comparing newly found jobs in a finite observation window is tricky, as the interventions under consideration generally have an impact on entry into employment itself (see Ham & LaLonde 1996). This led D.S. Lee (2009) to propose bounds on the effect of the programs. As proposed by Ham & LaLonde (1996), an alternative consists in modeling the heterogeneity within a duration model. In a randomized evaluation of an assistance program in Denmark, Blasco & Rosholm (2011) show that the stability of newly found jobs improves for those who participated in the program (for an observational study, see Crépon et al. 2005). Van den Berg & Van der Klaauw (2013) combine a randomized controlled trial with a structural analysis and find that wages are lower among those who were monitored more intensively.

2 Some evaluations on job search assistance and monitoring were carried out within the framework of controlled experiments; Van den Berg & Van der Klaauw (2006) provide an overview and Behaghel et al. (2014) a recent evaluation. All of these evaluations found positive effects on the transition into employment although the effects are sometimes not significantly different from zero and may depend on labor market conditions.

3 Studies conducted in Europe have most often dealt with the rate of return to employment. Few of them bear on the number of days worked or on the different types of revenue paid out over a particular period.
4 Productivity enhancing measures

A different type of ALMP programs aims at improving job seekers’ productivities and wages. Textbook examples of this are skill-enhancing training programs. The distinction between the types of interventions discussed in the previous section and the productivity-enhancing interventions of the current section is often motivated by the difference between giving priority to accessing employment and giving priority to skill acquisition. For convenience the current section also includes a discussion of employment subsidies and subsidized jobs. Subsidized employment is sometimes called on-the-job training. Admittedly, this is somewhat misleading. After all, many nonsubsidized jobs also involve training, whereas subsidized work does not necessarily involve skill accumulation. Indeed, a subsidy may simply make an employer willing to take the risk to hire a long-term unemployed who may (or may not) have a low productivity.

4.1 Subsidizing employers

Although the idea of employment subsidies is simple, a salient factor is the great variety of forms such programs can take. They may mean a direct transfer to or a tax rebate for the employer or also payroll tax subsidies for low-wage workers. Subsidies can be applied to the entire category of employees concerned or only to newly minted jobs. Subsidy schemes can therefore become rather intricate. Certain interventions also take the form of vouchers attributed to the eligible public, who hand them over to the potential employer, who in turn must claim his or her rights in order to actually pocket the subsidy. In the case of the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) of 1982, firms had to employ the beneficiary for a certain amount of time to avoid the risk of becoming ineligible for further subsidies (see Katz 1998). In other cases, firms create positions specifically for the people targeted by a subsidy. These systems usually target specific populations. Targeting generally means combining a criterion linked to the technology of production (e.g., low-skilled workers) and a social criterion (e.g., young people with social integration problems, or the long-term unemployed). The rate of subsidies may vary as well as the length of contracts: Caliendo et al. (2005) quote subsidy rates that vary from 30 to 75 percent of the total cost and periods that vary from 6 to 12 months. All told, the programs provide a rather complex set of incentives for the firms and the beneficiaries and are the outcomes of processes that are also complex and heterogeneous.

We have little information on how the details of a program affect its implementation and how

---

4 Many programs evaluated in the United States concern marginal groups such as populations who have received social benefits over long periods, people suffering from depression, former inmates (see Butler et al. 2012).
beneficiaries enter it in the first place. Several studies mention a very low take-up rate: Many filled jobs generate a bonus for the employers, but they never claim it.\(^5\)

4.2 The moderate impact of employment subsidies

Many studies have dealt with the impact of employer-based employment subsidies on labor market outcomes for job seekers. From the overviews and meta-analyses carried out by (Card et al. 2010, 2015), it appears that employment subsidies constitute a moderately effective policy. Overall, they seem to have an impact while job seekers are in the program, but that employment effect fades quickly after the subsidized contract ends. On one side, there are a great many studies in Europe, most often bearing on periods of employment and unemployment and often based on administrative databases listing the types of employment experienced. Here, again, it is worth noting that most studies have focused on employment rates. Results are typically obtained using matching methods.\(^6\) On the other side, an abundant literature exists in North America based on research most often carried out by large, non-academic research institutes in response to official directives. These studies frequently use randomized evaluations and place the accent on employment but also on the various types of earnings. The National Supported Work Demonstration (NSWD) project is an example of such programs. It consisted of subsidizing paid work experience in the United States for a maximum length of 18 months. Hollister et al. (1984) present results over the first three years of the program. It shows a positive and durable impact on jobs, schedules, income, and global revenue as well as a drop in transfer revenue. The seniority of these experimental programs makes it possible to examine their impact over the long term. Couch (1992) examines the impact on income after eight years and shows a positive and significant impact for women receiving benefits as a result of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) during the first eight years – that is, an overall rise of $2,728 since 1978. The type of employer involved may vary substantially across programs. One important issue concerns the difference between subsidized jobs in the private and public sectors (including, broadly speaking, volunteer and nonprofit associations). The studies available almost unanimously show that subsidized employment in the public sector has less impact than in the private sector;\(^7\) this is particularly

\(^5\) Katz (1998) discusses such programs in the United States and Galasso et al. (2004) as well as Levinsohn et al. (2014) discuss programs based on vouchers in South Africa.

\(^6\) These methods are implicitly based on a static underlying model and are not well adapted to the analysis of the process of dynamic assignment (see Abbring & Van den Berg 2005, Abbring & Heckman 2007, Crépon et al. 2009, and Vikström 2014).

\(^7\) For example, Caliendo et al. (2005), Brodaty et al. (2002), and Gerfin et al. (2005) simultaneously evaluate both types of programs Bloom (2010) provides information on so-called transitional jobs.
true of long-term impacts, which totally disappear.\(^8\) However, a complicating factor in such a comparison is that job seekers are usually quite different between the two sectors. The population assigned to subsidized jobs in the public sector has usually been excluded from the regular labor market for some time (although some large programs in Europe aim at creating jobs for broad categories of job seekers, such as the young). There is an important aspect of self-selection present in these programs. Although no studies exist on such a topic, it might be possible that most job seekers who take a subsidized job in the private sector would turn down an offer of a subsidized job in the public sector. Intermediate outcome variables, however, are likely to be affected by participation in subsidized labor: self-esteem and mental health, family stability, children’s education. On a different score, employment subsidies do not aim exclusively to improve the trade-off between employment and the job search. Sometimes, they also aim to improve the trade-off between active and nonactive status. By offering short-term employment and increasing the perceived chances of getting a well-paid job later, they allow some to remain active in the labor market. Employment subsidies are therefore sometimes a way of staving off criminality or violence, a threat that occurs particularly in post-conflict situations in developing countries, where many young people affected by war remain jobless in an environment still marked by potential violence. This is equally the case for employment programs directly aimed at former prisoners with the objective of avoiding a repeated offense. We have little information on these elements. Large demonstration projects in the United States, however, frequently report results along these lines. Bloom (2010), for example, reports negative impacts on criminality among certain categories of beneficiaries (particularly former drug addicts in the NSWD project) and positive impacts on children’s education. In our view, this is an area in which further research is warranted.

4.3 **Subsidizing job seekers’ return into employment**

A subsidy for job seekers who take a new job constitutes another type of employment subsidy program. These have also been widely studied. Several types exist: a bonus for reemployment that allocates a lump sum if the job seeker finds a job in a given lapse of time, or negative taxation consisting of a transfer of income earned from employment. The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) was a pioneering scheme, and many countries have progressively adopted systems based on the same make-work-pay principle.

\(^8\) Some studies even report negative impacts in the long term, but these are based on matching methods. The fact that this population had spent a long time excluded from the job market, with many specific unobservable characteristics, casts doubt on the usefulness of such methods in such a context.
Reemployment bonuses have been evaluated several times, including by Meyer (1995). These programs consist of awarding a bonus approximately equivalent to several weeks of transfers. Results have shown that beneficiaries exited unemployment more rapidly – three to seven days earlier – and above all that the savings realized in terms of benefits were greater than the dollar amount of bonuses paid out.

Negative taxes also have been evaluated. Using the difference-in-difference method, for example, Eissa & Liebman (1996) showed that in the United States, the EITC had a positive impact of 4 percentage points on the return to employment for single women with children.9

The Self-Sufficiency Project (SSP) in Canada proposed another transfer mechanism consisting of awarding a three-year bonus depending on the employment situation (working at least 30 hours a week). Job seekers who had received welfare benefits for at least one year were eligible. Card & Hyslop (2005) evaluated this program using a randomized control trial and showed that the program had a large initial impact on employment that diminished little by little and disappeared after four years.10 Studying the income of this same program over the first three years of its implementation, Michalopoulos et al. (2005) showed that the system greatly improved beneficiaries’ income. Earnings in particular increased considerably, whereas the income from transfers increased only marginally. The authors also showed that gains in terms of taxes linked to the progression of labor market earnings largely exceeded the extra transfer income.

Normally, subsidizing job seekers who find a new job (i.e., the supply) or firms when they take on the job seeker (i.e., the demand) should amount to the same thing, if the wages offered and demanded are flexible enough to adjust to the subsidy schemes. Nevertheless, when salaries are not flexible, as is the case for employees whose productivity is close to the minimum wage, for example, adjustments cannot take place and the two modes of subsidy diverge. Although not recent, the study by Woodbury & Spiegelman (1987) is typical of what randomized controlled trials can potentially contribute to our knowledge of the mechanisms underlying the programs. They tested the two systems simultaneously through an experiment in which beneficiaries were assigned at random to a control group or to one of two treatment groups. In the first treatment group, beneficiaries received a voucher entitling them to a bonus if they were reemployed and in the second group a voucher to give the potential employer, who in turn would be entitled to a bonus of the same amount in the case of employment.

---

9 There is also much literature (that we cannot address here) on the impact of program incentives on the number of hours of work.
10 They also showed that beneficiaries respond eagerly to the incentive to return to employment as eligibility for a transfer depends on finding a new job in the first 12 months.
Results showed that giving the bonus to the job seekers had a positive effect on the return to employment, whereas giving it to a firm in this case did not.

4.4 Training
Training is the cornerstone of active labor market policy. Expectations surrounding the potential of training to give access to employment and lead to better-quality jobs are enormous. There is considerable variety in the systems that are supposed to provide training. Training programs differ in the priority given to acquiring a general education, to acquiring skills, to the distinction between soft and hard skills, and to the type of apprenticeship, whether in the classroom, on the job, or alternating. They differ also by the investment they represent in terms of money or time. Lechner et al. (2011) define a short training period as lasting less than six months, and a long one as lasting more. The incentive for training is also likely to be very different depending on the individual. Training may be meant to consolidate a skill, improve it, or reorient it.

Much literature exists on the impact of such training programs. Card et al. (2010, 2015) show that on the whole, they have small or even negative impacts in the short run but that this improves over time and impacts become positive or even substantial and significant in the long run. Bergemann & Van den Berg (2008) were the first to provide a large-scale overview of evaluation results (for all ALMP types) by gender. They find that effects are greater for women than for men, and that the difference is larger if the economy has many unemployed women. Apparently, the larger the latter fraction, the higher the potential for programs that update the women’s skills.

Lechner et al. (2011) analyzed the impact of training programs in Germany. Their study was based on matching methods and programs that were divided according to duration (long, short, retraining, based on simulations in real-world work contexts); its special feature was that it followed job seekers over an eight-year period. Results showed considerable long-term impact on employment situations for all types of training programs: approximately 10 percentage points for short or long training programs and approximately 20 percentage points for retraining. Also, positive effects appear quite rapidly: within 6 months for the short and 12 months for the long training periods, and much later (24 months) for retraining programs.
Several evaluations were based on randomized experiments, mainly in the United States.\(^{11}\) Bloom et al. (1997), for example, evaluated the JTPA and found positive impacts on income cumulated over 30 months, mainly for women. One persistent feature seems to be the absence of results for young job seekers. Yet, it is on them, particularly on the unskilled among them, that a good deal of the expectations in matters of training are placed. Very intensive programs could have positive impacts. The Job Corps program first places its young participants in a residence under strict surveillance. They are given a general education, professional training, health education, and courses in social skills. At the end of the first phase, beneficiaries receive job placement services. The program was evaluated through a large-scale experiment that included up to 15,000 young people (Schochet et al. 2008). Its impact on the acquisition of general education and professional skills was very positive. Impact on income was initially negative for two years before becoming positive and significant for two more years and then disappearing. The impact on employment was initially strong but progressively dwindled and disappeared after four years. The authors also note a significant drop in criminality. Impacts were most significant among the oldest group (aged 20 to 24 years).\(^{12}\)

5 Few cost-benefit evaluations
Meyer (1995) has developed a simple framework to conduct a cost-benefit analysis. Surprisingly, only a few evaluations have implemented such analyses. They are needed to learn more about gains in terms of benefits paid out and salaries earned by job seekers and gains in terms of social security contributions paid to the State, as well as the costs of the program. Generally speaking, evaluations carried out in North America in the form of demonstrations have been the only ones capable of mobilizing the administrative means necessary to collect the information for the cost-benefit analyses (Bell & Orr 1994, Cave et al. 1993); however, Forslund et al. (2011) provide an analysis for a program in Sweden. Cave et al. (1993) show that the JOBSTART subsidized employment program had a weak positive

\(^{11}\) No evaluation in Europe applied this type of method. A few studies exist on developing countries; Card et al. (2011) found no effect on employment one year after the end of the program in the Dominican Republic. Hirshleifer et al. (2014) found no impact for a professional training program in Turkey evaluated over three years on a large scale. Attanasio et al. (2011) is a notable exception: they found positive but limited impacts of professional training on young people in Colombia in the short run. Attanasio et al. 2015 and Kugler et al. 2015 have both examined impacts at 10 years on formal employment and earnings as well as on tertiary education. Results are highly encouraging, showing important impacts on earnings, larger for women. It is worth to note that the vocational training programs also includes an on the job training component and that incentives are given to the training center to improve the link with firms.

\(^{12}\) The Challenge program (Millenky et al. 2011) is based on a similar concept. Results after three years show that skills progress as well as employment and income, but there is no improvement on criminality.
impact on total earnings for participants but led to a large increase in taxpayer expense and represented a net loss for society as a whole.\textsuperscript{13}

In order to carry out such analysis, it is necessary to have access to a larger set of outcome variables – more than a person’s employment status, which remains most frequently the only variable considered. Access to paid unemployment and social transfer benefits would be needed, along with wages and other earnings, social security contributions, and other taxes paid to the State, as well as the costs of the program and of the job seeker assistance. Not only do we lack information on the sorts of new jobs found by job seekers, but we also lack general information about gains for the beneficiaries. Often, existing cost-benefit analyses only consider the point of view of the government and compare the cost of the programs to gains in terms of the benefits paid out to the recipients; these gains themselves are frequently imputed (see Behaghel et al. 2014). In the end, it has not been possible to fully explore the potential of randomized evaluations to measure the impact of participation in assistance programs on the various sources of income and their contribution to overall production rates in the community.\textsuperscript{14} The information exists but is often mainly administrative and would require rather complicated and constrained matching procedures.

In general, costs are not well known either. Frequently, they are imputed. For example, in the case of assistance programs, costs may be imputed by estimating the counselor’s time and hourly rate. This is a serious drawback, for knowing the cost of a program is an absolute necessity when implementing cost-effectiveness analyses, which have proved very instructive with regard to educational policies in developing countries (Dhaliwal et al. 2011). Actually, undertaking such cost-effectiveness analysis would be extremely useful. One striking point is the strong heterogeneity of programs with respect to their content or intensity. In addition to finding positive effects, it would be beneficial to have a better idea of whether or not the extent of the exposure matters. Given the strong heterogeneity of programs, this exercise is difficult, but scaling program impacts by their cost would be a nice addition in this sense.

One factor that has consistently remained on the sidelines of cost-benefit analyses is the value of services and goods produced thanks to a program, for example, when employment subsidies are involved and earnings are not observed. Subsidized jobs in the public sector are quite common in many countries, to provide an alternative and an income for very marginal

\textsuperscript{13} The studies reported by Bloom & Michalopoulos (2001) on the transitional welfare-to-work programs also report gains in terms of earnings for the beneficiaries as well as reductions in terms of transfer, but as a whole, participant income was almost unchanged.

\textsuperscript{14} An exception is Van den Berg & Van der Klaauw (2013), who observe various individual duration and wage outcomes as well as the administrative costs of a monitoring program.
populations. Aside from the eventually sustainable upgrade of beneficiaries’ situations, public employment produces goods whose value should be included in a cost-benefit analysis. The study by Bell & Orr (1994) on the AFDC subsidized employment program Homemaker-Home Health Aide Demonstration is one of the few to have included the value of the services produced. Similarly, subsidized employment programs in the public sector can also reduce criminality among vulnerable populations. The cost-benefit analysis of the Job Corps program (Schochet et al. 2006) accounts for the gains related to young people not being incarcerated as well as the gains for the collectivity of crimes not committed.

With large-scale training programs, an additional source of costs comes from the flow of teachers from regular education to the training program. Such programs may therefore generate negative external effects on the quality of regular education (for empirical evidence with data from Sweden, see Björklund et al. 2005).

6 The central question of targeting

It is not always clear what is the optimal target population of a program. It is well known that estimated impacts are often heterogeneous across subpopulations. Heckman et al. (1997) developed a method to apprehend the variability of impacts even when they are caused by unobservable factors. Their approach consists in using bounds on the joint distribution of potential outcomes based on their identifiable joint distribution. Actually, the lower bound is obtained when assuming rank preservation, an assumption that also makes it possible to interpret quantile treatment effects (the difference in quantiles of the outcome variable distribution in treatment and control groups) as treatment effects for those at a specific quantile. This is the way Bitler et al. (2006) address the impact heterogeneity issue of the Jobs First program. Using quantile treatment effects, they show how large heterogeneity can be and that behind a modest average impact, large negative and large positive impacts actually exist at various quantiles, as well as zero impact for a large range of quantiles.

Most of the results nevertheless examine variability corresponding to observable characteristics and frequently show that a good deal of variability exists. Programs sometimes target a particular population, but often they are open to a broad eligible population. Their impact in this case can be different depending on the characteristics of the beneficiaries. A particularly important heterogeneous dimension is that linked to age: Few assistance programs prove effective for young people. Bergemann & Van den Berg (2008) in particular bring to light a strong degree of variability across gender. Behaghel et al. (2014) show that
the impact of the program of reinforced assistance they looked at varies significantly according to the degree of employability of the beneficiaries. These observable characteristics, however, do not account for impact variability: Djebbari & Smith (2008) expanded methods based on Heckman et al. (1997) and showed that a large variability in impacts remains even when controlling with a large set of covariates. Some of the large programs in the United States evaluated through demonstration projects were also analyzed based on beneficiary type, often revealing a high level of variability. For example, the NSWD (Hollister et al. 1984) has been examined by specifically looking at male and female adults, young people, ex-offenders, and ex-addicts. Examining the impact of welfare-to-work transition programs, Friedlander (1988) showed that such programs had an impact, especially on beneficiaries within the eligible populations who were averagely disadvantaged but had little impact on the most disadvantaged populations. In the systematic analyses carried out by Michalopoulos & Schwartz (2001) and Michalopoulos (2004), a high level of variability of impact was also highlighted, depending on the characteristics of the population.

Friedlander’s study was influential, for it led to a rethinking of the welfare-to-work program to better meet the needs of the main population targeted by these programs, that is, the most dependent. Another implication of heterogeneous impact is the question of targeting: Who should have access to interventions? Average impacts are rather small, but there is room for potential improvement through optimized targeting. Many contributions have considered the question of allocating job seekers to programs (see, especially, Eberts et al. 2002). Driven by Manski (2004), a substantial number of econometric studies have been published concerning the question of targeting and identifying the best rules for allocation. One question, for example, is which among a set of programs (e.g., job placement, employment subsidies, and training) various categories of job seekers should be assigned to so as to optimize the average employment situation. Frölich (2008) developed a targeting method for that question aimed at maximizing the rate of return to employment. Unfortunately, there has been no implementation of such targeting devices.15 Although they were unable to precisely evaluate the gains associated with optimal targeting, Frölich et al. (2003) and Lechner & Smith (2007) show that the assignments made by caseworkers are suboptimal on average.

A related question is who should have access to a program if the number of placements is restricted. Employment programs are frequently implemented with limited means. In the very

---

15 The study by Behncke et al. (2007) was an attempt, but the practical implementation of targeting turned out to be problematic.
different case of the distribution of mosquito nets to prevent the spread of malaria, Bhattacharya & Dupas (2012) consider the question of maximizing a utilitarian objective by distributing a given number of nets to a large population. The innovation with regard to the settings, developed after Manski (2004), is that a given number of mosquito nets were distributed rather than distributing nets to those for whom a positive impact was predicted. Their results are impressive. They examine the impact of a subsidy for nets and measure the impact of having a net hanging above the bed (which combines impacts of purchase and use). They consider the case where there is just enough means to give the subsidy to 50% of those eligible. They show that average impact on the population receiving a subsidy can be increased by as much as 17% compared to a situation in which subsidies are randomly allocated. However, the question of targeting cannot be addressed without having an idea of what the official authorities’ objectives are: maximizing the average rate of return to employment or income, or putting the accent on job seekers who are the most excluded from employment and have the most modest income.

7 Equilibrium effects
Setting up a program, and the impact it has on beneficiaries, may modify their economic environment. Equilibrium effects can have several appearances. One is that nonbeneficiaries or not-yet-beneficiaries are affected after a program is set up. Another is that the impact on beneficiaries may incorporate both a direct effect of the program and an indirect effect linked to the change in environment.

In terms of a simple job search model, equilibrium effects may appear in the job offer arrival rate $\lambda$ and through the wage offer distribution $F$. We should point out that it is not necessarily the case that policies acting upon the arrival rate can only have equilibrium effects working through the arrival rate. The same applies to the wage offer distribution.

Along these lines, it is possible that ALMPs aimed at the matching process have equilibrium effects that affect $F$. For example, it has been recognized that job search assistance and mobility-enhancing measures that increase $\lambda$ may cause firms in equilibrium to offer higher wages on average. Cahuc & Le Barbanchon (2010) show, within a matching model, that for certain job seekers, an assistance program may be accompanied by a rise in salary, leading to a slower tempo of job creation. The slowdown affects the beneficiaries themselves as well as other job seekers.
In an even more schematic case, a given number of jobs are vacant. Assisting some job seekers in their search might increase their chances but commensurately diminish those of job seekers not receiving assistance. All of the programs aimed at improving matching are vulnerable to such effects.

These effects have long been recognized as a potentially important feature of the policy of job search assistance (see, e.g., discussions in Heckman et al. 1999). On the empirical side, there are several challenges. Comparing beneficiaries and non-beneficiaries may be misleading, even within a randomized evaluation, if the situation of the control group is itself affected by the implementation of the program. Besides, measuring the effects on non-beneficiaries themselves is complex. Typically, it is expected that the effect on non-beneficiaries should be slight. That is the case, for example, when the beneficiaries are a small proportion of the eligible population. But an effect that is small at the individual level may not be negligible on a larger scale, precisely because it applies to a large population.

This challenge is particularly important when a program’s aim is to improve the overall employment situation. That is the case of subsidized employment policies, whose declared aim is often to increase the overall number of jobs. Providing job seekers with employer vouchers, thus diminishing labor costs for employers hiring them, may improve their chances at finding a new job, but it can also be to the detriment of other job seekers. That will be the case particularly if firms do not create more jobs. It is commonly thought that this type of employment program lowers the marginal cost of labor and should thus create employment. Nonetheless, if there are few beneficiaries, firms should logically decide first to fill the jobs they had counted on thanks to employment subsidies, before hiring nonsubsidized workers, and it is possible that for lack of subsidized workers, the cost of these marginal jobs is not lower. In such a configuration, the overall volume of employment remains unchanged. That is why subsidized employment subsidies may miss the mark by not creating jobs despite the gain they represent for the beneficiaries.

A second challenge is extrapolating the impacts measured on the basis of experimental, small-scale projects when a program is expanded. When equilibrium effects exist, the impact on beneficiaries and nonbeneficiaries alike may vary depending on the size of the program. What can be learned by applying a program on a small scale may not correspond to the effects obtained once it is brought up to scale. Following Davidson & Woodbury (1993), many studies have dealt with the problem of scaling. These studies consider a theoretical
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16 The analysis by Calmfors (1994) provides a typology of the various types of effects to take into consideration.
model of the behaviors of firms, workers, job seekers, and the State and examine the impact of a program when the participating segment of the eligible population varies. Lise et al. (2015) use experimental data to calibrate a model they devised to study the impact of the SSP in Canada. These various attempts have shown that the impacts of equilibrium effects can be large and can considerably modify the way a program is considered on the basis of the results of a small-scale evaluation. These extrapolations, however, rely on a hypothetical representation of the behavior of individuals that is supposed and neither tested nor validated by direct observation. As an example, Lise et al. (2015) show that the results of a cost-benefit analysis would be reversed were the program generalized. Much empirical research has sought to directly measure the end results of programs, sometimes separating effects on beneficiaries from effects on nonbeneficiaries. The main idea is to compare two worlds in every aspect identical, one where the program is implemented and one where it is not. Several studies have followed the same tack, using a comparison of geographic regions. However, as discussed by Forslund & Krueger (1997), public authorities have no reason to randomly choose the areas where the program is to be implemented. The comparison is therefore likely to confound equilibrium effects with the specificities of areas selected to develop the program. Several recent studies have attempted to overcome this difficulty using the same types of identification strategies as those used for the assessment of program impacts themselves. Blundell et al. (2004), in the case of the evaluation of the New Deal for Young People, use the difference-in-difference method to identify displacement effects. They use observations of eligible and noneligible individuals, before and after the implementation of the program, in regions where it was developed and in regions where it was not. They do not identify any equilibrium effect.

Ferracci et al. (2014) present an original analysis based on a double matching method whereby markets are characterized by their rate of participation. They make a double conditional independent assumption, one for the intensity of program implementation at the local level and one for individual participation in the program. The study found that a training program has a greater impact if implemented at a low-intensity level. If a program is used for a large percentage of unemployed people, then crowding out results in lower average treatment effects.

Albrecht et al. (2009) use a structural equilibrium model approach in combination with a major, nationwide skill-upgrade program in Sweden. Here, the equilibrium effects act on wages as well as job offer arrival rates. The production technology of firms is such that they respond to the increasing supply of higher-skilled workers by increasing the number of
vacancies tailored to them. Heckman et al. (1998) offers a structural analysis with a different type of production function. In such analyses, it is important to consider that skills can also be obtained in regular education. If skills can be easily upgraded in adult education, this provides an incentive for young people to drop out of regular education and postpone further skill acquisition until later in life. It is questionable whether the latter is efficient from an economic point of view (see, e.g., Björklund et al. 2005).

Crépon et al. (2013) present an original study based on a randomized controlled trial using double randomization. They looked at a job search assistance program aimed at young university dropouts: They identified 235 geographic zones, akin to micro labor markets supposedly independent from one another, and in a first round of randomization, these micro markets were assigned to assign 0, 25, 50, 75, or 100 percent of their eligible population to the program (in a second round of randomization). The design produced two types of control groups, one so-called pure control group in zones where the program was not implemented, and one so-called competitive control group where it was (i.e., a zone with 25, 50, or 75 percent of the population assigned). Comparing the pure and competitive control groups identified displacement effects. Comparing a group assigned to the program to the pure control group identified the impact of the program. Comparing this impact with naive impact based on the traditional comparison of a treatment group to the competitive control group gives an idea of the size of potential errors when ignoring equilibrium effects. Lastly, concerning the use of different levels of assignment to the program as opposed to a fully assigned group, such a design also provides information about the effect of generalizing the program. Results show that the program had a significant and important impact on the beneficiaries but also that the totality of that effect was obtained to the detriment of nonbeneficiaries. On the whole, the program did not lead to any clear return to employment and consisted in giving a temporary advantage to participants to the detriment of the others. The authors also analyzed heterogeneous impacts and displacement effects in relation to the state of the labor market. They found that both impacts and effects of displacement are greater in weak labor markets.
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17 The idea of such a double randomization first appeared in Moffitt (2002).
18 The effect of the business cycle on treatment effects is relevant for many reasons. It is during periods when the economic environment is fragile that public authorities are most inclined to intervene and finance job search assistance programs (see discussion in Card et al. 2015 and results in Forslund et al. 2011).
8 Identifying the underlying mechanisms

ALMPs provide means for beneficiaries as well as incentives; they also demand personal investment. Most research has considered programs as a whole without being able to disentangle factors contributing to final impacts. Frequently, too, programs operate as a combination of several programs. Nonetheless, some studies do identify key elements of underlying mechanisms.

8.1 Monitoring versus counseling

A first question concerns job search assistance programs. These are a mix of assistance and monitoring. It is important to know whether it is the nature of the program, the assistance, or the supervision of the job search that is responsible for an improvement in the return to employment. For example, all the interventions listed in Meyer (1995) show a positive impact, but they all combine assistance and monitoring.

Van den Berg & Van der Klaauw (2006) develop a model in which job seekers can look for work using an official channel as well as informal channels. They show that assistance and supervision of search along the official channel lead to a change in the overall search effort and to a substitution of the effort between channels. Job search programs lead to a global improvement of employment perspectives, although substitution between channels reduces their potential effects. On the other hand, monitoring policies may end up reducing the rate of exit if they force job seekers to increase their search efforts in a less productive channel. Van den Berg & Van der Klaauw (2006) show that this is the case with monitoring programs that target job seekers who have a good chance of finding employment: At best, the programs are ineffective and can have negative consequences. On the other hand, when programs target job seekers whose chances are limited, they may lead to an improvement in the rate of exit toward employment.

Ashenfelter et al. (2005) present the results of a unique experiment that casts light on the above question, in which only monitoring of the search effort is reinforced. In that contribution, the authors run a randomized experiment in which interventions are specifically designed to address the aforementioned issue. The hypothesis being tested was that increasing supervision of the search effort accelerates the return to employment and reduces the amount of unemployment benefits paid out. The controversy is widely debated in the United States and elsewhere and is based on the idea that paying indemnities leads to a reduction in search efforts and to extended periods of unemployment. The authors studied a population of job seekers eligible for unemployment benefits. Their main variable was the
amount of unemployment benefits received by the job seekers. Two systems were tested. The first consisted in verifying that the conditions for unemployment benefit eligibility were checked. The second consisted in reinforcing the surveillance of the search effort at the beginning of the period of unemployment. The experimental design consisted of assigning the eligible population to either a control group or a test group for which conditions of eligibility for unemployment benefits were checked. The members of the test group were then randomly assigned again to two separate groups: In one, the search efforts declared during the habitual appointment with the counselor were checked. The authors concentrate their analysis on the impacts on the return to employment and benefits paid out. They conclude, first of all, that verifying the conditions of unemployment benefit eligibility does not lead to a significant reduction in the benefits allocated. Secondly, they conclude that supervising the search effort has no impact on the benefits and the length of time they are paid out, despite a large sample, which would guarantee the possibility of detecting even a small effect.

8.2 Details are important
As mentioned in our review of the different types of programs, there is a great deal of heterogeneity in the way a general idea surrounding a program is implemented. Another key feature is that most programs are actually quite complicated. They impose many conditions that can in turn create a range of incentives for individuals. These incentives can in fact play a strong role in overall impact. They can account for a large share of impact along with the core idea of the program. The SSP for welfare recipients, analyzed by Card & Hyslop (2005), is an example. The SSP has two distinct phases. The second phase, lasting 36 months, is usually seen as the core of the program. During this phase, participants receive an earnings bonus as long as they work at least 30 hours a week. There is, however, a qualification phase to become eligible for the second phase: Eligible welfare recipients have to obtain their first payment within the first year. The program had a significant impact on welfare participation rates, although it quickly faded after the 36-month phase ended. However, this impact is the result of both the bonus and the qualification incentives. A key result obtained in Card & Hyslop (2005) is that half of the reduction seen at the peak of the welfare participation rate was due to the qualification incentive, meaning that just half was due to the incentive provided by the main idea of the program.

The analysis of the Job First program by Bitler et al. (2006) is another example. The Job First program is another supplement income program. As shown in Bitler et al. (2006), the subsidy scheme is quite complex and provides strong incentives when choosing hours of
work. A simple static labor supply model clearly shows that impact on hours of work can be zero, positive, or negative, as can the impact on earnings and income. Using quantile treatment effects, the authors show that the mean impact of the program is small but that impacts at different quantiles are strong and can be either positive or negative. Moreover, the authors discuss the pattern of the impacts and find them to be broadly consistent with incentives provided by the subsidy scheme.

8.3 The role of information on job market opportunities
Several studies have illustrated the important role played by access to information in economic opportunities and employment outcomes, particularly in developing countries. The study by Jensen (2012) shows that making information available about the economic opportunities in some sectors in villages in India and proposing free job placement services have an impact on employment and on girls’ thinking about future careers and marriage. Another study by Franklin (2015) shows that in Ethiopia, subsidizing the transportation costs of unemployed youth facilitates travel to inner cities where most information on available jobs can be found has a large impact. For young people who were the least excluded from the labor market, there was an improvement in both access to and stability of employment. For young people who were more excluded from the labor market, only impact on access to employment was noted. Other studies yield results that point in the same direction: Beam (2014) shows that in the Philippines subsidizing participation in job fairs has a large impact on employment, and Dammert et al. (2013) show that in Peru proposing jobs by telephone also has a significant impact on employment.

In developed countries, too, the role of information is central. But there is a focus on the difficulty for job seekers to analyze and use that information. Research in behavioral economics has shown that in general the available information is underexploited with regard to labor market perceptions. Job seekers may remain durably set in biased perceptions of their chances of finding a job and in less than optimal behavior. Babcock et al. (2012) discuss this point extensively. They suggest ways of improving the content of the programs by stressing the individualization of information and how job seekers may use it. They particularly insist on the need to innovate and experiment with the ways information is presented to job seekers, to allow them to overcome the obstacle represented by references to their previous situation and to shape their expectations based on a rational analysis of their chances rather than on a projection of their past situation.
8.4 Signaling, or gains in productivity for programs of employment subsidies

One objective of subsidized job programs is that beneficial effects on short-term employment and income should be transformed into long-term employment. Such long-term effects are liable to occur through several channels. On one hand, job seekers targeted by the program are generally low-productivity workers quite excluded from the labor market. Providing them with access to a job thanks to a subsidy is expected to also provide them with some valuable gain in experience. The job seekers involved should see their productivity progress and attain levels that make a subsidy unnecessary. The gains may take the form of improvements in hard skills but also in behavioral skills linked to being placed in a work situation.\(^{19}\) This study involved young job seekers with little knowledge of the world of work and workers excluded from employment for a long period of time.

On the other hand, subsidized jobs may have a long-term impact if the obstacle to working is mainly connected to an asymmetry of information between job seekers and potential employers that translates into a fixed cost for hiring the job seekers targeted by the measure. Subsidy programs can, in that case, permit employers to evaluate the skills of potential job seekers whose lack of relevant experience makes the employer doubtful. Granting a subsidy, then, finances part of the set cost of hiring, which also includes the eventual costs of training as well as the risk inherent in hiring.

Nevertheless, we do not know if the impact of employment subsidy programs can be attributed to a signaling effect or to better productivity. One important piece of information is provided by Pallais (2014). She shows the importance of asymmetrical information in the labor market and the impact of signals on productivity in the hiring process. She carried out a randomized experiment in which some job seekers registered on an online work site and were chosen at random to be hired and evaluated individually. Information on the skills thus measured was revealed to some of the job seekers hired and evaluated, also randomly chosen. Results show, first, that being hired once improves further performance on the labor market and, second, that when information on skills is revealed, on average, performance improves even more. One important conclusion of this study is to show that, without intervention, the market generates too little information about workers and that much hiring that would be profitable for the community does not take place. Giving a person his or her first employment experience reveals information that brings the person closer to optimal outcomes.

\(^{19}\) Acquiring soft skills when returning to work is often presented as one of the main mechanisms of subsidized employment. Some programs even associate training programs that give access to soft skills with subsidized jobs (see Groh et al. 2012).
The study by Autor & Houseman (2010) demonstrates the limits of the notion that having job experience is better than nothing and enables a sustainable trajectory toward social integration through employment. The authors show in particular that participants in the Work First program who had a real-world initial work experience through direct employment saw an improvement in their future situation, contrary to those whose first work experience was through a temp agency; worse still, the trends show that the results of the latter employment category deteriorate with time.

The general design of the programs--assistance, employment subsidies, and training--can be carried out in several ways and also in combination. Certain studies have tried to test the variants of programs to see which combination was best.20 Robins et al. (2008), for example, tested a variant of the SSP (SSP+), where extra income was combined with access to job search assistance. The experiment incorporated three groups: a control group, a group enrolled in the SSP, and a group in SSP+. Results showed that being an SSP+ beneficiary led to durable added value compared to the control group, which lasted 52 months. Over the same period, the added value of the “simple” SSP had disappeared.

8.5 Additional unexpected effects
Surprising effects have been observed in some programs, leaving the impression that behind the main mechanism at work, other effects may also be present and carry the day. One possible effect is stigmatization: Choosing a given population for a subsidy singles them out as being less productive and devalues their application. In a study based on a famous randomized evaluation in Ohio, Burtless (1985) showed that the impact of attributing a voucher was negative. He attributed that to a signal stigmatizing the beneficiaries.

Subsidized jobs are expected to mainly affect demand. Yet, some studies show that their main effect may be to affect supply. Galasso et al. (2004), in Argentina, as well as Levinsohn et al. (2014), in South Africa, find that a program that awards young people vouchers giving employers the right to claim a bonus has a positive impact. Nevertheless, the authors of both studies found no trace of any demand on the part of the firms to actually capitalize on the voucher. The authors of these studies interpret the phenomenon as being tantamount to a job offer: Those with vouchers (or their entourage) imagine they have better chances of accessing good jobs and that spurs them to increase their efforts to find a job.

20 Hendra et al.’s (2010) demonstration project in the United States tested different combination alternatives aimed at furthering job retention and improving income levels. These attempts have not yielded, however, any conclusive information.
9 The market for ALMP

9.1 A weak demand
Several studies suggest that the demand for program participation is rather weak. One factor reported in many studies is the low rate of entry into the programs when they are offered (see, e.g., Heckman et al. 2000). Behaghel et al. (2014) also report that only 50 percent of job seekers targeted by an enhanced counseling program decided to participate when it was offered. Decker et al. (2000) show that the demand for additional job search assistance by job seekers enrolled in a program is very slight even though its impact on gains is sizeable, in terms of income for job seekers and savings in unemployment benefits for the government.

Another indication of weak demand lies in the existence of ex ante effects. Some studies report that being assigned to a job search assistance program in fact encourages potential beneficiaries to exit unemployment in order to avoid participating in the program. In other words, being assigned to an assistance program is seen as a punishment. One of the first studies to document this was that of Black et al. (2003). They show that when facing the choice between a combination of unemployment benefits, job search assistance, and monitoring on the one hand and none of these on the other, many individuals prefer the latter, arguably out of a dislike for the monitoring component of the first option. Van den Berg et al. (2009) show that the perceived likelihood of being assigned to a training program has a negative impact on reservation wages and a positive impact on the efforts to find a job.

These findings can be explained by a job search model where individuals dislike participation or, in the case of monitoring, simply by the fact that monitoring reduces the value of being unemployed. They lead one to wonder about the actual value of job search assistance and its perceived value by job seekers. Spinnewijn (2015) uses survey data from the United States on the efforts to find a job, the perception of what one’s chances are to find one, and the actual chances of finding one. He shows that job applicants highly overestimate their chances of finding employment. He also shows, on the basis of control variable regressions, that at the same time, job seekers underestimate the extent to which their chances of finding work depend on their search efforts. These results lead Spinnewijn (2015) to conclude that job seekers probably do not dispose of all the information that would allow them to make the right choices when looking for work and when considering enrollment in assistance programs.

Babcock et al. (2012) echo the importance of psychological traits and behavioral biases, stressing the importance of the latter. They also stress the role of the preference for the
present and its impact on the job search, and the tendency to procrastinate caused by overrating the hic et nunc. The fact that psychological characteristics play an important part in a job seeker’s behavior has been well documented. DellaVigna & Paserman (2005), for example, show that the more impatient a job seeker is, the less effective the search is, and the less likely he or she is to find employment. Caliendo et al. (2015) show that job seekers with a high locus of control, that is, those who think their destiny is determined by their own acts rather than by external factors, also demonstrate more energetic job-search behavior and have a higher reservation wage. The experimental program by Miller et al. (2012) seeks to simplify the social services and, in particular, training programs and possibilities for financing them, as well as make them more directly applicable to potential beneficiaries. Results show a rise in take-up for training and transfer revenues. Other interventions seek to compensate for weak demand by creating incentives to participate. Aeberhardt et al. (2015) in particular show that attributing a transfer on the condition that a beneficiary remain enrolled in a career guidance program had a large impact in the sense that youth remained in the program. However, the impact on their actual active participation, including participation in training and other demanding, productivity-enhancing programs, is small.

9.2 Offering the services of ALMPs
In many countries, ALMP services are offered by the private sector, whereas the public sector plays only a very secondary role. W. Lee (2009) explains how in the United States, the creation of the public service for employment was introduced to discipline the job placement market and chase agencies proposing low-quality services from the market. In European countries, the situation is generally more mitigated, with the coexistence of an historically powerful public service for employment, with private operators securing the right to serve some markets through public tenders. Several recent studies have dealt with the question of the relative effectiveness of assistance programs offered by the private sector and those offered by the public sector.

Behaghel et al. (2014) carried out a randomized evaluation in which three cohorts were randomly created; reinforced assistance services in the private sector were proposed to one cohort, the same services in the public sector to the second, and standard public services to the third. Results clearly showed that assistance offered by the public service is much more effective than that offered by the private sector. After six months, the return to employment improved at a rate of 9.1 with public sector assistance versus a rate of 3.8 in the private sector. In comparison, there was an average rate of return to employment after six months of
approximately 20% for standard assistance. The authors explain the difference partly by the incentives given to private structures in contracts setting the conditions for their remuneration and partly by mastering job search assistance technology.21

10 Conclusions
The general outlook for ALMPs is rather grim. On the whole, evaluations have not shown these programs to be particularly effective. With regard to the difficulties of entering the job market, and considering the amount of effort that has gone into improving the process, the few positive results obtained in terms of employment seem meager indeed. In addition, many recent assessments have been unable to implement cost-benefit evaluations. Not only do the ALMPs seem less effective than might have been expected, but we do not really know if these programs are in fact an expense rather than a gain. Also, our knowledge about how ALMPs impact other outcomes such as health, family, or criminality is very spotty.

The possible existence of equilibrium effects on the efficiency of the programs seems quite real. Several recent studies show that improvements for beneficiaries are often achieved to the detriment of nonbeneficiaries. One might be tempted to conclude that ALMPs are mitigating inequalities in the labor market rather than providing an overall solution to the problem of unemployment.

That many studies reveal diversified results is grounds for hope: For some subpopulations, the effects are more marked than for others. Furthermore, not a lot is known to date about the effects of assignment rules for the target population and the underlying mechanisms. In this sense, there is a scope for new randomized controlled trials focusing on those issues. This also applies to the assessment of policies for socially excluded nonemployed youth who are at a large distance from the regular labor market and policies for individuals who are ill-informed about their labor market conditions.

Designing ALMPs that achieve their goal of unemployment reduction remains a challenge. There is a need to identify how unemployed people, firms, and those producing and offering ALMP services behave and are incentivized by features of ALMPs.

21 Krug & Stephan (2013) and Laun & Thoursie (2014) discuss other randomized evaluations of public/private job search assistance offers.
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## Table 1 Public expenditure on and participant stocks in ALMPs in 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Public expenditure as a percentage of GDP</th>
<th>Participant stocks as a percentage of the labor force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active program measures (1–7)</td>
<td>Active program measures (1–7) Categories 2–7 only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovak Republic</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD countries</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*OECD Categories 2–7 contain what we call the productivity ALMPs. Category 1 contains what we call the matching ALMPs but also the operational costs of employment offices and the costs of monitoring benefit recipients. Data on Greece, Ireland, and the United Kingdom are unavailable. Abbreviations: ALMPs = active labor market policies; GDP = gross domestic product; OECD = Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development.